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ABSTRACT
Thermal transport across interfaces is an important issue for microelectronics, photonics, and
thermoelectric devices and has been studied both experimentally and theoretically in the past. In
this paper, thermal interface resistance (1/G) between aluminum and silicon with nanoscale
vacancies was calculated using non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD). Both
phonon-phonon coupling and electron-phonon coupling are considered in calculations. The
results showed that thermal interface resistance increased largely due to vacancies. The effect of
both the size and the type of vacancies is studied and compared. And an obvious difference is
found for structures with different type/size vacancies.
INTRODUCTION
Interfacial thermal transport plays an important role for microelectronics, photonics, and
thermoelectric devices where the devices reach nanoscale and have high interface densities[1, 2].
Recently, there are studies on the interfacial issue in experiment, theory and simulation. Since
the acoustic mismatch model (AMM) and diffusive mismatch model (DMM) are limited in
calculating the thermal conductance of ideal interface in cryogenic temperature[1, 2], the
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation has become a popular method of predicting thermal
boundary resistance in the last decade.
The advantages of MD are that there is no assumption on phonon transmission mechanics
and it includes the anharmonic effects and inelastic scatterings[3-5]. There are some calculations
of the interfacial thermal conductance between semiconductor and metal. Cruz et al. calculated
the thermal interface conductance of Au/Si at 300 K[6], and the value of 188 MW/m2-K is in
good agreement with the measurement results with values ranging between 133 and 182
MW/m2-K[7]. Wang et al. calculated interfacial thermal conductance of Cu/Si with values
around 400 MW/m2-K[8], which is much higher than experimental data[9].
Instead of an ideal interface, our recent work simulate a relaxed Al/Si interface with atomic
level disorder by MD[10]. The value of thermal conductance is a little bit larger than the
measurements. Interestingly, our results show that the localized ultra-high phonon modes, named
as interface modes, emerge in disordered interface nanoscale region. That is, there is a novel and
complex mechanism in the interfacial thermal transport.
More than two decades before, Swartz [1] predicted that the interface roughness would have
effect on interfacial thermal transport. Recently, some experiments have shown the interface
roughness, chemistry and structure could have a significant effect on thermal boundary
conductance. Collins et. al. [11] presented experimentally that the surface chemistry affected the
conductance between aluminum and diamond largely. Hopkins et al. [12] discovered that the
increasing roughness and striping of the oxide layer at Si before deposition of Al would result in
larger thermal boundary resistance. It was also shown that, experimentally, the thermal boundary
conductance between quantum dot layers (GexSi1-x) and substrates (Si) could be controlled
through the roughening of quantum dots[13].
In this work, using non-equilibrium MD (NEMD) simulation, we investigated the thermal
transport across an Al/Si interface with vacancies. Three types of vacancies have been studied,
and their effects on the thermal interface conduction are compared with each other.
THEORY
As shown in figure 1, the structure of Al/Si is along [100] direction. The interface distance is
set as 0.26nm corresponding the minimum interface energy density. In order to minimize the
interface mismatch, the cross section selects that Al 8×8 pairs up with Si 6×6 unit cells2
(10.6nm2). To simulate the vacancy, some atoms close to the interface are removed, which left a
cylindrical hollow with height δ. The structures with different removed area are set for
simulation. The vacancy ratio (R) is defined as the number of atoms removed over the atoms in
the cuboid with the same height as δ.
Figure 1. The sideview of simulation cell, Al 8×8×28 unit cells3 /Si 6×6×21 unit cells3 , after the
relaxing process. The lattice constants of Al and Si are 0.4073 and 0.5431nm, respectively. The
cross section is 10.6nm2. As the vacancy is inside, to show it clearly, only a slice with a few layer
atoms is plotted. (a) Structure with vacancy in Al at interface, where the vacancy ratio (R) is
0.316 and vacancy height (δ) is 0.407nm; (b) Structure with vacancy in Si, where R is 0.299 and
δ is 0.407nm; (c) Structure with vacancy in both Al and Si, where R is 0.285 and δ is 0.815nm.
The second nearest-neighbor modified embedded atom method (2NN MEAM) interatomic
potential, was adopted to describe the atomic interactions. The velocity Verlet algorithm is used
to integrate the discretized differential equations of motions. The simulation time step, Δt, is
chosen as 1 fs and the total simulation time is close to 3 ns. Before calculating the thermal
interface conductance, the structure was fully relaxed. The structures after the relaxing process
are shown in figure 1. (More details about MD simulation can be found in Ref.[10])
The interface thermal conductance of phonon (Gpp) and heat flux (J) are calculated as
 ΔTAJ/Gpp  (1)
Where ΔT is the interface temperature difference and A is the cross section area. The heat
transferred across the interface can be calculated from
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Where Δε is the energy added to/removed from each heat bath for each time step Δt. Both time
and ensemble averaging is implemented to obtain a good statistics.
As proposed by Majumdar and Reddy[14], the resistance of electron-phonon in the metal and
the resistance of interfacial phonon-phonon are in series,
ppep 1/1/1/ GGG  (3)
where the interface conductance by electron-phonon coupling (Gep) is calculated by the
electron-phonon coupling constant (gAl) and the phonon thermal conductivity of Al (κph,Al) as
0.2g Alph,Alep  G GWm-2K-1 . With the Gpp from MD simulation, the total thermal interface
conductance G can be calculate by Eq. (3). As shown in our previous work[10], the value of G is
coincident with the value obtained from directly considering electron-phonon coupling in MD.
DISCUSSION
In the simulation, a temperature gradient is generated along the longitudinal direction normal
to the interface by introducing heat baths at two sides of the interface with temperature TL and TH
using Nosé-Hoover thermostat. In figure 2, it shows a typical time-averaged temperature profile
and the definition of interface temperature difference (ΔTfit). In the inner regions, the temperature
profile is linearly fitted. Near the interface, the temperature jumps nonlinearly due to the
disordered atomic structure and the interface vacancy.
Figure 2. A typical time-averaged temperature profile of interface structure. The interface
temperature difference is defined as difference between the linearly extrapolated temperature at
each side of the interface. ΔTfit=(ΔTfit,1+ΔTfit,2)/2.
Size dependent
In our previous work on Al/Si without vacancy[10], there is a linear relationship between
thermal interface resistance(1/G) and the inverse of system length(1/L), which means the
extrapolation method can be used to calculate bulk thermal interface resistance. However, in the
structure of Al/Si with vacancy, the thermal interface resistance is independent on the length
(shown in figure 3). The value of bulk thermal interface resistance is obtained by averaging 1/G
with different length, without using extrapolation method.
Figure 3. The independence of thermal interface resistance (1/G) on the length (L), for a
structure shown in figure 1 (a), where the vacancy ratio (R) is 0.316 and vacancy height (δ) is
0.407nm.
In Al/Si without vacancy, there are more phonon eigenmode in a larger structure due to
confinement effects in nanostructures. More phonon eigenmode takes more scatterings at
interface, which makes a size dependence of G. However, in Al/Si without vacancy, there are
more phonon boundary scatterings and more scatterings at the rough interface. The saturated
phonon scatterings in the Al/Si with vacancy make value of G insensitive to the increase of size.
Vacancy effect
To study the effect of vacancy, we calculated the thermal interface resistance of structures
with several different vacancy ratios. As shown in figure 4, it is found that, with the increasing of
vacancy ratio, the thermal interface resistance becomes larger. It is reasonable that a larger
vacancy corresponds to a smaller contact area between Al and Si and more phonon boundary
scatterings.
Figure 4. Thermal interface resistance (1/G) as a function of vacancy ratio R, for structures with
three types of vacancies. The value of no vacancy refers to our previous work[10].
As shown is figure1, we also studied three types of vacancies: the vacancy in Al, in Si and in
both Al and Si. The vacancy height in Al (δAl) is 0.407nm, which is as the same as δSi. δAl+Si is
twice of δAl, as 0.815nm. For the same contact areas, correspond to same R, there are an obvious
larger resistance for structure with vacancy in both Al and Si than other two structures, especially
for R above 0.2. For example, when R is 0.5, the value of 1/G for structure with vacancy in both
Si and Al is as 1.25 times as that of vacancy in Al and as 1.5 times as that of vacancy in Si.
It is easy to be understood that the vacancy height can be looked as two times of rms
roughness which will make more phonon scatterings at interface[13]. For R below 0.2, there is
no obvious difference in resistance of different structures, and the values are close to
experimental data(~2.857 m2K/GW)[15].
For structures with vacancy in Al and with vacancy in Si, there is the same vacancy ratio and
vacancy height. Interestingly, there is also a difference between them, especially for R above 0.2.
A larger resistance for structure with vacancy in Al is shown in figure 4. It is found that there is
difference in the contact area after the relaxing process, although the area is the same at the
beginning of relaxation. The aluminum is softer and has a lower melting temperature than silicon.
In the relaxation process of structure with vacancy in Si, some Al atoms at the interface would
move into the vacancy of Si to increase the contact area. That is corresponding to smaller
thermal interface resistance.
CONCLUSIONS
Using NEMD simulations, we show the calculation of thermal interface resistance of Al/Si
structure with vacancies. The value of 1/G depends not only on the vacancy height, but the type
of vacancy. A larger vacancy height will take more phonon scatterings which corresponding to a
larger resistance. A lager contact area for structure with vacancy in Al would make a smaller the
thermal interface resistance than with vacancy in Si.
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